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Data privacy has to be guaranteed for enhanced system security especially in some sensitive domains
such as in banking systems. Blockchain is frequently used in these systems due to its high security level.
however, public blockchainhas a major concern about privacy which is the ability to discover addresses
of nodes in the blockchain.Thus, private blockchain is preferred since they guarantee full privacy since
the blockchain is not open. In addition, they guarantee easier deployment and faster computation.
However, the security level lower than the public blockchain. Our contribution in this paper is to
enhance the privacy of banking transactions (so use the private blockchain), reduce the cost of
complexity (use the private blockchain),guarantee enhanced security level (use the public blockchain
via network virtualization). Our proposal is a hybrid private-public blockchain solution for enhanced
data privacy and guaranteed security. We propose a hybrid blockchain structure that applies the
special properties of the blockchain physically and increases the general blockchain
characteristics by default. Currently, all the advanced systems do not need physical devices
and use virtual devices that have the same functions but with higher capabilities than them.
We propose the use of a virtual network because of its advantages as it is cost-effective,
reduces the business burden, better operating time, faster resource deployment, and
economic and efficient use of energy
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INTRODUCTION
Security is a state of protection and no exposure to risk which
allows a defence against any enemy or opponent who may,
intentionally or unintentionally, inflict damage. Security is
crucial and indispensable in all domains and in particular in
information systems. Despite that information security is often
seen as computer security, however, it is more than that.
Information security is something that includes computer
security among many things and has been defined as “the field
of study that discusses data and information security against
unauthorized access, use, piracy and leakage if used over the
Internet" (El-kenawy et al., 2019) . Information security has
many goals that organizations need to understand the value of
information, taken from the features that they have.
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Evaluation of information security can be achieved via various
criteria among them, three key factors are considered very
important and are with the highest significance. These factors
are the main objectives of the CIA triad, and also called the
CIA triangle. C stands for Confidentiality, I for Integrity, and A
for Availability.There are many techniques used to achieve the
CIA triangle features. Authentication techniques, which rely
heavily on passwords are not enough safe, as the ability to theft
is very high(Gahan and Devanagavi, 2019). To overcome this
vulnerability,several methods were included in addition to the
password for identity protection, such as biometrics techniques
like fingerprintscanning, eye print, etc (Gahan and Devanagavi,
2019). When itcomes to security, the main imperative is to hide
data from public or bad attackers. One of the techniques
circulating in confidentiality is encryption. Encryption includes
many types and basics that guarantee the safety of information
from unauthorized access, including encryption, asymmetric
and symmetric, as well as message authentication codes
(Gahan andDevanagavi, 2019).
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Symmetric cryptography works by exchanging the attacker's
hidden key between the receiver and the sender. The Advanced
Encryption Standard (AES) is gaining popularity among
different types of algorithms that are similar due to its
efficiency, protection, and outperforming its predecessors.
Steganography is a coded writing mechanism so that no one
knows the existence of a message inside it other than the
recipient and the sender (Gahan and Devanagavi, 2019);
Mukund et al., 2015). What distinguishes steganography is that
the encrypted message does not attract the audience (Gahan
andDevanagavi, 2019; Mukund et al., 2015). The advantage of
data privacy is that it is related to the privileges of authorized
access, who determines the data, and who can access it, in
contrast to data security that relates to securing data from
unauthorized access (Namasudra et al., 2018) . Despite the
power of these techniques in protecting information systems,
with the advancement of information technology, several
challenges occur regarding systems privacy. Privacy is one of
the legal problems, knowing that it is often a technical
problem, but it includes some policies through which data
privacy protection can be managed in the information system
in two ways: (Namasudra et al., 2018)

 Communication policy is implemented based on
communication, activation of privacy policies, and the
application of legitimacy in exchange for what
individuals desire.

 Policy application refers to the security procedures
applied within security systems to protect data privacy
during storage and transmission

Consequently, data privacy has to be guaranteed for enhanced
system security especially in some sensitive domains such as
in banking systems. Blockchain is frequently used in these
systems due to its high security level. however, public
blockchain has a major concern about privacy which is the
ability to discover addresses of nodes in the blockchain. Thus
private blockchain is preferred since they guarantee full
privacy since the blockchain is not open. In addition, they
guarantee easier deployment and faster computation. However,
the security level lower than the publicblockchain.

Our contribution in this paper is the following

 Enhance the privacy of banking transaction (so use the
private blockchain)

 Reduce the cost of complexity (use the private
blockchain)

 Guarantee enhanced security level (use the public
blockchain via network virtualization)

So, our proposal is a hybrid private-public blockchain solution
for enhanced data privacy and guaranteed security. This paper
is organized as follows: Section 2 gives the Literature review;
Section 3 describes the proposed methodology, mainly
Blockchain structure in banking systems. Section 4 discusses the
results followed by the conclusion and future work in section 5.

LITERATURE REVIEW: The use of digital currency by the
Central Bank is becoming a major policy priority for the
country. The CBDC (Central Bank Digital Currency) model
should benefit from oversight, payment, and consumption.
Decentralization, tamper resistance, and traceability are all
characteristics of blockchain. (Sun et al., 2017) attempted to
create CBDC's fundamental technologies the blockchain.

Conversely, barriers like consumer privacy rights, oversight,
and transaction speed must be addressed. They suggested the
Multi-Blockchain bank digital currency model (MBDC-
CBDC), which is based on authorization blockchain
technology and is based on the CBDC model. To boost
scalability and process payments more efficiently, the model
employs multi-blockchain technology and Chain ID. They
developed their blockchain framework, to validate the MBDC
model. The simulated transfers are generated using the
transaction format and execution process. First, the transaction
execution system's time constitution was investigated. Then
theycalculated the time it took to conduct a transaction, such as
the Tb and Tu. The study showed that Tb's transaction
execution time is approximately four times greater than that of
Tu's. The outcome is consistent with the blockchain traffic that
has been studied. The blockchain traffic between the two
branches was substantially reduced when they used the bank
reserves protocol to build the account and test the transaction
execution time. Finally, they experimented with a growing
number of blockchains to see how much bandwidth they could
get in termsof transactions per second. For instance, research is
required into the parallel technologies used for transaction
execution and the implementation of block and consensus
protocols to increase throughput. In addition, the allocation
method for transactions isa crucial issue to address.

For the banking sector, (Wang et al., 2020) introduced a new
data privacy protection system focused on blockchain
technology. The system had three parts: a data privacy
classification method based on financial data characteristics, a
modern collaborative-filtering-based model, and a data
disclosure validation scheme for consumer strategies based on
Nudge Theory. They created a prototype for this system and
suggested a collection of algorithms for it. Field and laboratory
tests were used to test the structure. The Nudge principle was
used to create the data disclosure programs, which decreases
the amount of manual work and device transformation.
Experimentsshow that the proposed system is accurate in terms
of managing banking data privacy. Through a study of the
current typical cryptocurrency and the prototype of the CBDC
system, (Han, Yuan, and Wang ., 2019)provided the role and
security requirements of Central Bank Digital Currency
(CBDC). On this foundation, they introduced a three-layer
blockchain-based architecture for CBDC, such as a
supervisory layer, a network layer, and a user layer, as well as
a detailed description of the main business processes of the
CBDC’s entire lifecycle of issuance-circulation-withdrawal.
After that, they used cross-border payment as an instance to
describe the CBDC transaction mechanism as well as to
providetheoretical guidelines for CBDC design.

(Dai, Gu, and Teng 2020) proposed a CBDC supervised
anonymous issuance (SAI) scheme based on the blockchain
that uses a "special" anonymous multi-receiver certificates
signcryption scheme and zero-knowledge proofs to ensure the
privacy of commercial banks and the secrecy of amounts under
central bank supervision. Transactions are around 2 KB in size
and take less than 6 milliseconds to check in the SAI scheme's
realistic implementation. A special type of Succinct Non-
interactive Argument of Information (SNARK) and certificate-
less-based multi-receiver signcryption schemes were used as
thekey cryptographic primitives. They then briefly discussed a
publicly verifiable preprocessing zero-knowledge SNARK (zk-
SNARK) and the anonymous multi-receiver certificate-less
signcryption framework model (AMCLS).
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The proposed scheme is designed to solve the financial
information leakage problem in the indirect CBDC model,
which can provide better privacy for the banking sector under
central bank supervision. They realizedanonymity and amount
confidentiality for the banking sector by using a special
AMCLS scheme they devised, as well as public verifiability
through zk-SNARKs. The unique AMCLS is adaptable enough
to function in a variety of situations. Construction of an
inverse method of the Issue and Transfer algorithms of
CBDCs, respectively, can be used to reach anonymous
redemption and resolution. Under certain cryptographic
assumptions, their scheme is stable, according to the security
analysis. SAI performs similarly to Zcash in terms of total
efficiency, suggesting that the proposed scheme is deployable.

METHODOLOGY
In various modern areas, digital information is flowing through
unreliable communication channels, hence, the big issue here
is confidentiality and privacy. Blockchain technology is
currentlyone of the most in-demand areas of science in various
applications and data privacy particularly. In the following
section, we start by presenting blockchain, and then we will
present the data privacy management framework. Blockchain is
very popular and as its name indicates it is a seriesof blocks that
contain information, as indicated in Fig.1. This technology was
defined in 1991 by a group of researchers and was originally
intended to put a time stamp as it is not possible to create a
backdate for it or tamper with it. However, many years have
passed it has not been used until Setouchi Nakamoto in 2009
adapted it to work with digital currencies and created Bitcoin.
The data in the blockchain is difficult to change because each
block contains data and a hash of the previous block.
Blockchain is a peer-to-peer technology that guarantees the
protection of digital information. It was originally invented for
Bitcoin electronic currency and is also used for other electronic
currencies, digital signature services, and voting systems.
Blockchain is used to guarantee power security in various
systems, in particular in banking.

Blockchain structure in banking systems: As its name
indicates, a blockchain is composed of a set of blocs. In Fig. 2,
we present the structure of a bullock in banking systems.

 Block size: On average, the block size is 1 megabyte for
allblocks in the blockchain

 Transactions Counter: it refers to the number of
transactions in a block, and approximately one block
contains about 500 transactions

 Transactions: means all transactions stored in masses
correctly

 Block header: contains 5 elements
 version: for every block in the network, it has a copy in

the head of the block
 Previous block segmentation: a group of a blocklinked

to each other by a hash
 Merkle Root hash: the segmentation of all transactionsin

a block
 Time Stamp: The current time for each block
 Nonce: each block has special bits of data

The characteristics of blockchain lead us to many benefits in
structuring, such as verification of the transaction, integrity, and
transparency of the process, and thus its durability (Abeyratne

and Monfared, 2016). Also, there are privacy requirements in
the blockchain (Feng et al., 2019):

The links between transactions must be invisible or
discoverable. The content of the transactions is only known to
the participants and is activated by setting policies on it.

The privacy requirements of the blockchain are subject to
two main factors (Feng et al., 2019):

 Identity privacy: it means the intractability of the
treatment texts and the true identity of their posts

 Transaction privacy: it means that no one can access the
content of transactions except by specific and known
users of the public blockchain network.

The transaction in the blockchain contains the identifier of the
transaction that precedes it, the commercial value, the addresses
of the participants in it, the signature of the one who sent it, and
the timestamp for it (Nakamoto , Bitcoin 2008). However, due
to the general nature of blockchain networks, it is possible to
track the flow of transactions to extract identities for users or
any information (Nakamoto , Bitcoin 2008).

Characteristics of financial statements and framework
Blockchain works by dividing bank clients into corporate and
individual clients (Wang et al., 2020). The banks work by
collecting data from customers while doing financial business,
and then use it for a product recommendations, marketing, and
anti-fraud control (Wang et al., 2020). the banking bodies used,
and how and where the data is handled. Therefore, managing
data privacy in the financial blockchain has three main aspects
(Wang et al., 2020). Use "Privacy by Design" to enforce data
privacy management first and foremost. Banks should ensure
that the minimumrequired financial business data is processed
and access to employee personal data. Classification
management for different dimensions of customer information
should be implemented and given to customers and fast
monitoring via the data retention function of the blockchain.
Second, to quickly create customer data disclosure schemes
among broad groups of customers and reduce artificial contract
signatures, and apply successful techniques and algorithms.
Third, understand the complex data behavior that will be
positioned with the in-chain and off-chain blockchain,
allowingfrequent changes, additions, and removal of customer
information.

Blockchain categories: Blockchain is a database that is only
appended to maintain the nodes of a peer-to-peer (P2P)
networkwhich on its responsibility has to ensure the connection
betweenthe blockchain nodes (Feng et al., 2019). As nodes are
geographically distributed in different regions there is no
centralserver for them. Each node is consuming information as
well asis working to provide information, so all nodes share the
routing operations of the entire network (Feng et al., 2019).
Also, P2P network has to discover and maintain
communications with neighboring peers, as well as
synchronizing with private data blocks (Feng et al., 2019). The
blockchain has been categorized into public and private types
(Feng et al., 2019). Most of the projects focus on the public
blockchain because it gives them access to large numbers of
markets, users, and network nodes, but also there are still those
who prefer the private sector and consortia between a trusted
and known group of participants (Feng et al., 2019).
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Figure 1. Blockchain structure

Figure 2. General block structure in banking system

Figure 3. comparison between private and public blockchain
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Therefore, it is necessary to clarify these patterns and explain
the differences between them (we give a comparison between
private and public blockchain in Fig. 3).

Public Blockchain: It is a chain of blockchain with whichany
participant can read and present his transactions as well as
ensure their validity, so participate in the reconciliation process
between all parties (Feng et al., 2019). A public blockchain has
a decentralized database of transactions on open networks
(Feng et al., 2019). Public blockchain has the advantage of
giving the system high confidentiality and integrity due to a
large number of nodes and decentralization in it, but in return
for that it has many problems, including the high cost of
accounts and deployment, which leads to complexity in
transactions
Private Blockchain: It is often considered as the opposite of
the public with all its basic characteristics, as it works to
preserve the write permissions, for one institution, also the
reading permissions are restricted or public (Feng et al., 2019).
This pattern includes any non-public domain (Feng et al.,
2019). This type has better flexibility in managementas well as
many features and advantages. Independence (Autonomous):

There is no single entity controlling transactions or the
network.

Distribution: The blockchain system is built on the P2P
network in the sense that every transaction of any private site is
transmitted through the node that issued it to its peers,from the
first point and then to the rest of its neighboring peers.
Sustainability (Immutability): All transactions and validblocks
that are recorded in the general ledger are completely non-
modifiable. In addition, the global ledger will be fully
synchronized between all nodes in the blockchain after the
compatibility mechanisms, thus providing high degrees of trust
to users that ensure the data in the blockchain is not modified
in a very high and very short time. Contractual: The blockchain
relies on a consensus process (such as voting) on data cases,
whereby consensus is reached by implementing some of the
rules from the blockchain without central permission. These
rules, which were previously defined by the code, are included
so that any procedure is executed and applied in the
appropriate form and at the right time and to ensure that it is
correct and without human intervention. Table 1. presents a
comparison between public and private blockchain `regarding
security and deployment.

Figure 4. Contribution objectives

Figure 5. Proposed system architecture
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PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

Our main contribution is the combination of both private and
public blockchain. We merge both of the previous two types to
take advantage of each of them (the main objectives of the
contribution are summarized in Fig. 4).

Network Virtualization: Software Defined Networking
(SDN) is a network architecture that injects automation and
programmability into the network by decoupling network
control and forwarding functions. Network Function
Virtualization (NFV) applies to the virtualization of network
elements, while SDN is a network architecture that injects
automation and programmability into the network by
decoupling network control and forwarding functions. To put it
another way, NFV virtualizes network infrastructure while
SDN centralizes network management. SDN and NFV work
together to build a network that is designed, controlled, and
managed entirely by software [14]. Network virtualization is
deployed in our contribution due to its various advantages
among of them:

 Virtualizing a network allows network operators to save
money, reduce time-to-market for new or upgraded
products, and better scale and adapt the resources
available to applications and services [15].

 Less Vendor Lock-In: Using COTS hardware to run
VNFs ensures that companies aren't tied to proprietary,
fixed-function boxes that require truck rolls and a lot of
time and effort to deploy and conFigure [15].

 Greater Resource Efficiency: Since more can be achieved
with less in a virtualized data center or other
infrastructure, it is more economical to run. With
increased workload capability, data center footprint,
power usage, and cooling requirements can all be reduced
or kept the same. Since a single server can run multiple
VNFs at the same time, fewer servers are required to
complete the same amount of work [15].

 Flexibility: NFV's versatility allows businesses to rapidly
respond to evolving customer needs and emerging market
opportunities [15].

SDN networks have several benefits that can be used [14]:

 The ability to manage the network more efficiently is
enhanced by centralized control

 BOX without a control plane simplifies the process and
reduces CAPEX

 Since the interfaces are "Open," they allow for
automationand programmability

 A network virtualization enabler Virtual network
(overlay)over a physical file

 A network is independent of the physical network

Hybrid Public-Private Blockchain Schema: Blockchain is
classified for its private and public types, where the public
blockchain was classified as more secure than private
blockchain. Because its database is distributed, it is not easy to
modify it, and if one block is modified, the entire blockchain
changes, with knowledge of all of its participants. However, it
iseasy to access block addresses and this matter may affect the
privacy of data in the applications used for this technology as
well as this type needs powerful and huge capabilities for
computation and processing. In banks, the transaction must be
characterized by two important characteristics, (protection and
security), so it is not logical that the amount of processing time

of transactions is long, and this matter is not desirable for
banks at all because it disrupts transactions and reduces the
quality of service. The private blockchain is considered less
secure than its counterpart, but it is easy to change the chain
because the database is centralized, however, the data in this
type is more protected. It has many advantages such that its
high privacy, efficiency, and ease of computation. Its
scalability is excellentsince the entry into it is controlled where
no person can read and write private data, so the data in this
type is strongly protected because blockchain is not open.
Banking systems require enhanced privacy by protecting
blocks, reducing of " Infrastructure Costs "required to perform
different computations. We propose a hybrid blockchain
structure that applies the special properties of the blockchain
physically and increases the general blockchain characteristics
by default. Currently, all the advanced systems do not need
physical devices and use virtual devices that have the same
functions but with higher capabilities than them. We propose
the use of a virtual network because of its advantages as it is
cost-effective, reduces the business burden, better operating
time, faster resource deployment, and economic and efficient
use of energy (Rashid , Chaturvedi 2019). In the proposed
architecture, there are many bank branches, andeach branch is
linked to a special block, all the blocks are gathered in the
central bank in the form of a blockchain, where the database is
centralized. Physically, our blockchain is private. So to allow a
new branch to add data into the blockchain, it must be
approved by the central bank. However, as mentioned above,
private blockchain has a lower security level than public
blockchain. So, we propose to use a public blockchain but
using network function virtualization. For each bank branch, we
design a virtual agent that has a continuous link with the
physical branch.

Whenever a new transaction is generated, it is added to the
private blockchain and simultaneously it is sent to the virtual
agent to add it in the public blockchain, virtually. We assume
that Branch A sends and receives a transaction. Thistransaction
will be sent to the central bank and added to the blockchain
after verification at the same time. Branch A will send it to its
ion, and this hypothetical entity is working to distribute it
through a peer-to-peer network by default. It in turn performs
the accounts on the way of the public blockchain. (If Branch A
performs the transaction, it has to send it to the centralbank in
blockchain account at the same time the transaction hasto to be
sent to the virtual agent to make computation through the
private-public blockchain. The information is published to all
other virtual agents in the proposed system. As Fig. 5 presents,
agents A,B,C and D are virtual entities that communicate
easily through the peer-to-peer network. The function of a
virtual device is to receive transactions, add them to the
blockchain, and compare it to the blockchain of others agents.
For example, Agent A sends and receives a transaction to and
from the central bank and the bank must calculate the private
blockchain. At the same time, the transaction has to be sent to
the virtual agent A which has to make computation in a public
blockchain manner. A centralized controller has to compare
between public and private blockchains, generated by both
physical and virtual branches. The centralized controller
confirms and verifies the blockchains, their accuracy, and their
integrity and can save them in separate entities in the cloud.
Once it detects that there is no match, the controller can
retrieve the fault chain and rejectthe transaction that caused the
problem and send an alarm to thecentral bank and tell it about
the block that may be the cause of the problem.
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Figure 6. Blockchain class

Figure 7. Bank data set

Figure 8. Adding legal transactions
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Figure 9. Adding fake transactions and blockchain validation

Figure 10. Computation complexity of public blockchain

Figure 11. Processor capabilities

Figure 12. processing time vs. number of added transactions

Table 1. Private vs. private blockchain: security efficiency and ease of deployment

Stronger security Easier on deployment HigherCost of deployment Better confidentiality
public    
Private    

Table 2. response time for adding various number of transactions

Task year monthdatehoursminutessecondμs
Initially 20215 7 3 1 59 88295
Adding 10 transaction 20215 7 3 2 0 7843
Adding 100 transaction 20215 7 3 2 0 399634
Adding 200 transaction 20215 7 3 2 0 551841
Adding 300 transaction 20215 7 3 2 3 710061
Adding 400 transaction 20215 7 3 2 7 247961
Adding 500 transaction 20215 7 3 2 12 469351
Adding 1000 transaction 20215 7 3 2 21 646576
Adding 5000 transaction 20215 7 3 2 50 735018
Adding 10000 transaction 20215 7 3 3 56 528668
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Table 3. processing time

Transaction Performed Time

10 919548
100 391791
200 152207
300 3158220
400 3537900
500 5221390
1000 9177225
5000 29088442
10000 65793650

The data protection rests on the responsibility of the physical
part that it uses the private blockchain, so no one can enter or
change the blockchain, and there is parallel computing with the
virtual part to the blockchain to reduce the complexity. This
system and this comparison guarantee the integrity of the
blockchain with the protection of addresses of the blocks
through the private blockchain, as well as reduce the
complexity of computation through the public blockchain. The
centralized controller has functions such as comparison
between the public blockchain generated by virtual agents and
the private blockchain generated by physical entities, make a
copy and keep it on the default system in the cloud. These
copies are used whenever we need them in case of an
emergency. Network optimization for data transfer speeds,
scalability, reliability, resilience, and security are all possible
with architecture virtualization. It also automates a lot of
network management activities.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section discusses the results and discussion which are
obtained from the implementation. To validate our proposal, we
will build a blockchain using python programming languages,
library sha256 from hashlib for keys encryptions, and pandas for
data set interpretation, Fig. 6 presents the blockchain class. For
the dataset, we downloaded a bank data set with 5 columns and
1000000 rows (Fig. 7 gives a print of the used data set).
Transactions that are added to the blockchain are based on data
of this data set.

Adding legal transactions: In the first stage, and to verify the
validity of our proposal, we added 10 valid legal transactions.
We started by experimenting with ten blocks, then we found
out that the verification is validand that the blockchain is 100%
correct as shown in Fig. 8.

Adding a Fake Transaction: in the second stage, as shown in
Fig 9, we tried to change one of the blocks. Then, after
verifying the blockchain, this modification was identified as
illegal. After the recalculation of the transaction, the proposed
system did notaccept this modification and showed an "error"
due to a change in the original hash of the transaction. In this
case, the virtual centralized controller has to notify the central
bank with this error to reject the modified transaction and
recover the original transaction, that was already saved in the
cloud.

Processing time evaluation: To evaluate the cost of
computation of the public blockchain, performed by the virtual
agents, we tested the system response time in case of adding
various numbers of a transaction, as shown in table 2. Then we
computed the processing time in table 3. As reported in Fig. 10,
the central processing unit of the computeris at 105% working,

due to the complexity of computation (processor capabilities
are summarized in Fig. 11). We draw in Fig. 11 the processing
time vs. the number of added transactions into the public
blockchain. We can easily see that the processing time grows
proportionally with the number of transactions. Of course, this
complexity is computed inside only one node. In a public
blockchain, each node has to perform the computation so the
cost will be increased by the number of connected nodes
(branches in the banking system). However, ourmain idea is to
use the virtualization of functions. This may resolve this
problem since physically, the branches will compute the
blockchain using a private concept which is too much easier
and faster. In addition, branches are not asked to waste time
validating the public blockchain since this is the function of
the virtual central controller which will send an alert to the
central bank, in which the central database is saved, in case of
detection of modificationor fault transaction.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a hybrid blockchain architecture that
combines private and public blockchain in banking
transaction validation. The proposed system is physically
private however virtually public. Private blockchain guarantees
the ease of deployment as well asthe rapidity and scalability of
computation. Networkvirtualization is adapted since its cost of
deployment is reduced and easy to use and guarantee a robust
and secure system since no node will be able to alter
transaction because all the agents in the blockchain will
perform verification after each transaction modification
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